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JUST THE 
FACTS

Defined:  A devotional methodology wherein the believer prepares to

and eventually engages the supernatural realm to embrace and

participate in a mysterious, ever-expanding, and increasingly revelatory

union with God. 

 

Biblical Etymology: from the Greek musterion: a hidden or secret

thing, hidden purpose or counsel, secret will, a mystery or secret

doctrine.  A secret in which initiation is necessary. Once hidden but

now revealed, mystery, not something unknowable, rather what can be

known by revelation as God reveals it when we ask, seek and knock

(verse).

 

A derivative of muo (to shut the mouth); a secret or mystery (through

the idea of silence imposed by initiation into religious rites-namely

Christian) – mystery.

 

“It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, and the glory of kings to

search it out.” Proverbs 25:2 

 

Scriptural References: Matthew 13:11; Mark 4:11; Luke 8:10; Romans

11:25; Romans 16:25; 1 Corinthians 2:1, 7, 4:1, 13:2, 14:2,15:51; Ephesians

1:9, 3:3-4, 9, 5:32, 6:19; Colossians 1:26-27, 2:2, 4:3; 2 Thessalonians

2:7,; 1 Timothy 3:16; Revelation 1:20 

 

(28 New Testament Occurrences/Strong’s Greek 3466)
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HISTORY
BRIEF
Mystical reality has been widely held by Christians (as well as Christianity’s Jewish root

system) from its conception as evidenced in the Gospels and Epistles of the New

Testament. The early Church Fathers reinforced the Church’s role and responsibility to

participate in the divine mysteries through their oral and written witness, linking the

practice of reading scripture, liturgy and personal devotion to the unveiling of the

mysteries of God. 

 

Continued by the Desert Fathers and later by the monastic tradition, Christian Mysticism

flourished throughout the middle ages (notably in the Celtic Golden Age), and solidified

its place in the Western Church (The Eastern Church has maintained a mystical emphasis

in its theology and prayer dating back to Christianity’s beginning and continuing to today).  

 

The Protestant Reformation did much to downplay mysticism as an understandable

reaction to Roman malpractice often cloaked in secrecy.  However, even Luther and

Calvin had trace influences from Medieval mystics.  The Counter Reformation included a

wellspring of “new” mystics, including Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Jeanne Guyon,

Francois Fenelon, Brother Lawrence, Blaise Pascal, Julian of Norwich, John Donne, George

Fox, the Moravians and John Wesley.

 

Though the “enlightenment period” and Industrial Revolutions contributed to disinterest

and criticism of Christian Mysticism, mystic threads continued to be evidenced in various

denominations in the 18th and 19th centuries. With the advent of Pentecostalism and the

various Charismatic expressions of the church in the 20th century, the Mystic thread once

again started to proliferate. 

 

Today, Christian Mysticism is seeing unprecedented growth and interest.  Emergent,

convergent, charismatic, independent, and even denominational churches (as well as

Orthodox and Catholic churches) are re-discovering their mystic roots and exploring the

ancient-future paths that lead to union with God and transformed lives that transform

culture. 

 

Notable “New” Christian Mystics: Evelyn Underhill, Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, Brennan

Manning, Richard Rohr, Gene Edwards, John Crowder, Ian Clayton, Justin Abraham, etc.
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RANGE AND
PRACTICE

Awareness of God’s real and supra-presence

Transformation of the individual through

divine encounter (union)     

Participation with God in governance,

Co-creation and compassionate affect for

the cosmos.

MANIFESTATIONS AND METHODS
Ecstatic visions and encounters, interdimensional travel, translations, Totus

Christus realization, visitations, angelic participation, prophetic knowledge and

utterance, miracles, trances, stigmata, sacramental participation, spiritual

disciplines, asceticism/voluntary weakness, meditation (apophatic and

cataphatic), contemplation, lectio divina, community submission and service,

theological study, finished work of Christ understanding, silence, solitude and

soul care. 
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PREPARATION
Repentance      

Consecration 

Disciplined practice/ritual

OUTCOME
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3-FOLD PATH

An awakening of the spiritual man, a

transcendence of spiritual reality upon the

individual’s natural world.   The activity of the

Holy Spirit in bringing awareness and

understanding to previously concealed matters

of faith. In this stage, God is perceived in all of

one’s experience.

UNIFICATION
A result of contemplative and/or ascension

prayer, in which the individual experiences a

communion and union with the Living God, in

that God, who is love, is experienced not only

intellectually, but in the heart.   Mystic prayer is

one of fusion (divinely implanted desire) coupled

with willing participation and is

extraordinary/supernatural in its scope and

experience.
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PURGATION
Fasting, prayer, acts of mercy, spiritual

discipline/asceticism,  mortification: (putting to

death the deeds of the flesh/egoic passions),

and the restoration of spiritual, psychological

and physical health.

ILLUMINATION
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MYSTIC
TRADITION

Eastern (Orthodox)

Western (Anglo-Catholic)

Protestantism (Denominations/Independent)
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MYSTIC
AUTHENTICITY
Mystic authenticity may be determined initially by experience

but primarily by transformative presence.  A mystic’s life cannot

be autonomous and must remain embedded in the total matrix

of religious life, nurtured and accountable to the church. 

 

This matrix includes: repentance, regeneration, baptism, the

study of sacred scripture, sacramental participation, worship,

prayer, fasting, good works, sound doctrine/theology, spiritual

discipline, the practice of virtues, personal devotion, and

communal life.



ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
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Books by John Crowder

Company of Burning Hearts Podcast 

Beyond Human by Justin Paul Abraham

Supernatural Travel by Michael Van Vlyman

http://www.marktwhitten.com

Rick Joyner’s Final Quest, Visions of the Harvest, The Call, The Torch and

the Sword

Ian Clayton https://sonofthunder.org/

The Big book of Christian Mysticism: The Essential Guide to

Contemplative Spirituality & An invitation to Celtic Wisdom by Carl

McColman

The writings of Evelyn Underhill

Wisdom of the Desert by Thomas Merton

The Cloud of Unknowing

The Book of Enoch

Roots of Christian Mysticism by Olivier Clement

The Way of the Heart by Henri Nouwen

The Practice of the Presence of God - Brother Lawrence

The Essential Writings of Christian Mysticism by Bernard McGinn

The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church by Vladimir Lossky
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